Welcome to Restoration Lime Kent

Restoration Lime Kent Lime Mortar Manufacturers and
Contractors
We are a Kent based manufacturer of traditional lime products, NHL suppliers and conservation
contractors.
We are always happy to advise on the best materials for your project

We also supply wooden/ stainless steel laths and fixings plus a wide selection of hand and
power tools for use with lime mortars.

We undertake building contracts and specialize in conservation and restoration projects (please
see our gallery for details)
and
are happy to project manage, act as main or sub-contractors, or supply skilled tradesmen direct
to clients or contractors.

Restoration Lime is the original idea of an experienced conservation builder, who understands
the complexities and art of traditional building. Restoration Lime was formed as a central point
for both builders and the public to discuss and order traditional products, knowing that help is at
hand if required.
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This friendly and professional business prides itself on building a relationship with its clients and
supporting projects through to the finish.

Our products are eminently suitable for laying bricks and pointing, for internal base coats and
top coat plaster and external rendering. We supply a flexible breathable solution for any
properties pre 1900 (these older buildings should be treated with care - please bear in mind,
sand and cement can cause damage to traditional buildings).

Our lime mortars are a mixture of the finest mature British slaked lime putty and various sands.
If supplied directly to the site, they can also be blended with a pozzolanic additive, which is a
natural material that helps the mortar to set more rapidly.

Our products are particularly suited as an architecturally sympathetic exterior render, which is
both breathable and allows for movement whilst vastly reducing cracking.

Please feel free to telephone 01227 456933 or email Restorationlime@gmail.com any
questions you may have.
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